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The Arctic: a politically ‘challenging’ region



Increasing industrial activities

TOWNS AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES IN THE ARCTIC



Dutch activities in the Arctic (1)



Concerns about the effects of these activities



• Introduction of invasive species (ballast water)

• Oil spills/gas leaks due to accidents / illegal discharging

• Disturbance of wildlife (underwater noise, disruption of 

migratory patterns)

• Air/water pollution (drilling, discharges etc.)

• Overfishing

• Potential of accidents due to collisions with icebergs

• Potential for a high number of fatalities in case of an emergency 

due to the limited availability of search & rescue 

• Lack or limited availability of enforcement capacity

Major challenges in the Arctic



Dutch Arctic research



Dutch Arctic Policy



However…

• Industry, government, research and their networks were 

not connected

• This lack of cooperation resulted in:

 A lack of knowledge in how each of their activities are conducted

 Missed opportunities to close existing knowledge gaps

 Missed opportunities to align Dutch Arctic policy with the 

challenges and opportunities of Dutch stakeholders

 Missed economic opportunities



A Wing & Wageningen UR initiative

• Idea: to initiate a Platform for networking and 

knowledge exchange and develop a shared strategy

• Participants: industry, research and government

• September 17th 2013: first DAC meeting 



Objectives Dutch Arctic Circle

To facilitate cooperation between the industry, 

government and research to work towards a sustainable 

and internationally distinguishing way of conducting 

economic activities in the Arctic:

1. Symbiosis between policy, science and industry

2. Matching between knowledge supply and demand

3. Create added value



Participants

• Government: Ministries of Economic Affairs, Foreign Affairs

• Industries: Shell, Van Oord, Boskalis, RoyalHaskoningDHV

• Science: Wageningen UR, Arctic Centre RUG, Marin, TUDelft



Participants’ choice of themes

• Data governance

• Building with Nature in Arctic areas

• Defining the economic importance of the Arctic for NL  

• Connecting Dutch Polar Programme with the industry

• Developing international standards

• Defining ecological and socio-economic impacts

• Making a strong connection with the Topsectorenbeleid



Stakes & interests at the DAC (1)

• Creating new business opportunities

• Demand driven research

• Facilitation by government (policies; regulations; 

measures)



Stakes & interests at the DAC (2)

• Operating in a responsible way

 Initiated top down by governments and bottom up by markets

 The industry needs a ‘license to operate’

 Knowledge gaps mean new research opportunities for 

research (institutes)

• New ways of influencing other stakeholders

 Industry -> Dutch government

 Dutch government -> Arctic Council, etc

 Dutch government & Industry <-> research 

 Dutch research institutes <-> international research



Results and plans

• Five meetings with around twenty partipants each

• Better understanding of each others activities 

• Dutch industry activley involved in the development of 

the new Dutch Arctic policy and science programmes

• Participants developed a shared strategy: Dutch 

Roadmap to the Arctic

• Plan: closing of knowledge gaps: developing Joint 

Industry Projects, shared business missions, shared 

PR



Conclusions

• The Arctic provides opportunities but also many challenges

• The overall challenge is how to operate in the Arctic in an 

environmentally responsible way

• Dutch experience and expertise in the Arctic 

• The Dutch Arctic Circle provides a platform to initiate new 

business opportunities, research and to develop a shared 

strategy



Discussion

• What do you think of this initiative?

• Should NGOs become involved? Why (not)?

• Could this be an interesting case for informational 

governance research?


